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A Look Back on the Past
Lapwai is filled with history. Every person and
building here has a story. Lapwai High is one of
them. Lapwai High School was established in
the early 1940’s. There used to be a big fence
with barbed wire on top. They left the
auditorium because we were the only school
that had and auditorium and a stage that
had two floors. The high school (where the
gym is now) was shut down because of mold,
fire, and a flood. It was torn down in October
of 2010. This high school cost $3 million. The
high school moved over here in 2007. This high
school has much more smaller space than the
old one, but it is much more nicer and
cleaner. Of course we are known for our
basketball championships. Fun fact: Our first
State win for basketball was in 1956…and Jim
was on the team including Bob Sobotta Sr.!
We will never forget our history and what
shaped Lapwai High School.

	
  

ACT PREP

Attention Lapwai juniors
and seniors. If you are
taking the ACT Test
December 9th, we are
leaving the school at 7:15
am. And also, try

downloading the ACT
app on iTunes or Google
Play for free, to prep

yourself before the test!
Good luck! J
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  U pward Bound

Remember high school
students; if you have not
filled out an
application for Upward
Bound and would like to be in
the program, please contact Eric
Gower to know when the
deadline is.

	
  

Jonathan Reuben
J.J. Reuben is our Student Spotlight who
we interviewed. J.J. loves Nez Perce
Language, basketball, and football. J.J.
is a well-rounded student. While playing
sports, he still has an amazing 3.75
GPA. He is a student who likes to learn
the best he can, and he tries his best. J.J.
is overall an outstanding student.
Attack of the Drones
Lapwai Middle School and High School is
excited to announce the attack of the
drones…
Josh Leighton is currently guiding the 7th
and 8th graders science students through
our Advanced Opportunity course in
Drone Technology and Piloting. 100% of
middle schoolers will be enrolled and
take this course funded by the Lapwai
High Education Center. Students that
have successfully completed this course
will be eligible to fly their own drone.
Watch out Lapwai!
The University of Idaho has also
partnered with our Natural Science
Program. This partnership has allowed
Lapwai High School and Middle School
students to attend a week at MOSS this
last summer. The students enrolled in
Environmental Science with Devin Boyer
and Valerie Ridinger are excitedly
learning about the incorporation of
modern technologies, such as drones,
with conservation and
restoration. Students in this program
study water quality, area survey, and
spectral imagery. Thank you to all of the
MOSSy people… Karla Eitel, Ethan
Whitetemple, and Christina Uh.
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“All our
dreams can
come true
if we have
the
courage to
pursue
them.”	
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-Josh
Leighton

U OF I College Trip

On Tuesday November 28th, the juniors and
seniors went on a trip to the University of
Idaho. They learned about what it’s like
entering in to college, how to get around the
campus, and also learned what it is like to eat
in the college cafeteria. They interviewed
students or professors, some questions about
the college and what they would recommend.
While being there, the students of Lapwai
High checked out the biggest library in Idaho
at U of I. The students got a tour of the
library. Next time you are at U of I, check out
what their campus has to offer!

